Artificial
Intelligence
BUILD THE FUTURE WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and deeply coupled technologies including Machine Learning (ML),
Deep Learning (DL), and Robotic Process Automation (RPA) will foundationally transform
almost every aspect of our lives over the next 5 years. The U.S. is in significant danger of
falling behind in terms of focus in this area, as evidenced by the recent Executive Order on
this topic. The bipartisan effort behind it requires agencies to develop plans to set up internal
efforts to keep the U.S. ahead of our international competitors. In the last available reporting
period, U.S. federal spending on Research & Development (R&D) in this vital area grew by 40%
to $116B last year. While that is a large number, evidence indicates that competitive nations
are investing even more heavily.
Government Acquisitions, Inc. (GAI), a HUBZone certified small business, believes that simply
investing dollars without results is not the solution. GAI has developed a portfolio of solutions
and training that drives toward retaining U.S. dominance in this area and assisting agencies in:
X Providing better intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
X Improving Platform Sustainment

AUTOMATION & MISSION
EFFICIENCY
Augment, provide assistance to,
or perform tasks independently
from humans.

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
Massive improvements in
human productivity and
economic outcomes.

PREDICTIVE DATA
ANALYTICS
Dynamic & Predictive Risk
Analysis, and anomaly detection
on massive datasets.

X Reducing fraud, waste, and abuse
X Predicting and blocking advanced cyberattacks
X Improving patient care
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DEDICATED TO YOUR SUCCESS
GAI, a HUBZone certified small business,
brings over 30 years of dedication to Federal
mission success and a performance culture
to power real innovation. A mission mindset
is in our DNA. We understand that success is
driven by partnership, process, and technology. GAI’s experienced team members work
side-by-side with Federal IT executives and
industry-leading OEM partners to modernize,
optimize, and deliver unparalleled mission
support. GAI delivers the expertise to power
Federal innovation. Changing course on a
dime? No problem. As we help you on your
artificial intelligence journey – we know it’s
all about the mission. Protecting citizens.
Supporting critical infrastructure. Delivering
cutting-edge research and development.
GAI is dedicated to empowering Federal
missions with new efficiencies and agility.
We deliver:
X

Advanced capabilities with competitive
pricing

X

Mature, pragmatic, and collaborative team

Learn more – contact Government Acquisitions at (513) 721-8700 or sales@gov-acq.com

FOCUSED ON YOUR MISSION
GAI’s artificial intelligence solutions help agencies reduce fraud, track
threats, and analyze information in a cost-efficient and timely manner, so Feds
can spend less time sorting information, and more time on the mission at hand.
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